Rule extraction using Recursive-Rule extraction algorithm with J48graft combined with sampling selection techniques for the diagnosis of type 2 diabetes mellitus in the Pima Indian dataset
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A B S T R A C T
Diabetes is a complex disease that is increasing in prevalence around the world. Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) accounts for about 90–95% of all diagnosed adult cases of diabetes. Most present diagnostic methods for T2DM are black-box models, which are unable to provide the reasons underlying diagnosis to physicians; therefore, algorithms that can provide further insight are needed. Rule extraction can provide such explanations; however, in the medical setting, extracted rules must be not only highly accurate, but also simple and easy to understand. The Recursive-Rule eXtraction (Re-RX) algorithm is a “white-box” model that provides highly accurate classification. However, due to its recursive nature, it tends to generate more rules than other algorithms. Therefore, in this study, we propose the use of a rule extraction algorithm, Re-RX with J48graft, combined with sampling selection techniques (sampling Re-RX with J48graft) to achieve highly accurate, concise, and interpretable classification rules for the Pima Indian Diabetes (PID) dataset, which comprises 768 samples with two classes (diabetes or non-diabetes) and eight continuous attributes. The use of this algorithm resulted in an average accuracy of 83.83% after 10 runs of 10-fold cross validation. Sampling Re-RX with J48 graft achieved substantially better accuracy and provided a considerably fewer average number of rules and antecedents than the original Re-RX algorithm. These results suggest that sampling Re-RX with J48graft provides more accurate, concise, and interpretable extracted rules than previous algorithms, and is therefore more suitable for medical decision making, including the diagnosis of T2DM.

© 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd.

1. Introduction
Diabetes is a complex disease characterized by a lack of or resistance to insulin, a hormone critical for the regulation of blood sugar. In healthy individuals, the pancreas produces insulin to help metabolize sugar in the blood and keep blood glucose (sugar) levels within a normal range. Diabetics cannot produce or are resistant to insulin, and as a result, are unable to remove glucose from their bloodstreams. Consequently, glucose levels in the blood increase, leading to serious health problems [1].

In 2011, there were 347 million diabetics worldwide, and by 2030, this number is expected to increase to 552 million. About 4.6 million deaths were caused by diabetes in 2011, and by 2030, it is projected to be the seventh leading cause of death [2].

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, an estimated 29.1 million people, or 9.3% of the US population, have diabetes [3], 8.1 million of whom remain undiagnosed. In 2010, diabetes was listed as the underlying cause of death on 69,071 death certificates and a cause of death another 234,051, making it the seventh leading cause of death in the US.

Diabetes can affect the entire body and is associated with severe complications such as heart disease, stroke, vision loss, kidney failure, and lower-limb amputations. Good glucose control can help avoid some complications, particularly diabetic eye, kidney, and nerve disease, and early detection and treatment can help prevent disease progression; therefore, monitoring that includes dilated eye exams, urine tests, and foot exams is essential. Because diabetics and prediabetics are at an increased risk of cardiovascular disease, blood pressure and lipid management, and especially smoking cessation, are particularly important.

There are two main clinical classifications of diabetes: type 1 and type 2. Onset of type 1 diabetes, which was previously known as insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus or juvenile-onset...
diabetes, accounts for about 5% of all diagnosed adult cases of diabetes. Although it can occur at any age, the peak age for diagnosis of type 1 diabetes is in the mid-teens.

The peak age of onset of type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM), which was previously known as non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus or adult-onset diabetes, is typically later than that of type 1 diabetes and accounts for about 90–95% of all diagnosed adult cases of diabetes. T2DM usually starts with insulin resistance, a disorder in which cells primarily within the muscles, liver, and fat tissue do not utilize insulin properly. The beta cells in the pancreas begin to gradually lose the ability to produce sufficient quantities of insulin as the need for the hormone increases. In contrast to beta cell dysfunction, the role of insulin resistance differs among individuals; some primarily have insulin resistance and only a minor defect in insulin secretion, while others primarily have a lack of insulin secretion and only slight insulin resistance.

Although the exact causes of complex diseases such as T2DM have yet to be identified [4], a combination of genetic, environmental, and lifestyle factors is suspected [5]. An ever-increasing amount of data is being collected in medical databases, and historical data on complex diseases, such as patients’ blood glucose levels, is becoming more widely available; therefore, traditional methods of manual analysis have become inadequate. As a result, a variety of data mining techniques are being applied in order to discover new patterns of disease and promote the early detection and diagnosis of complex diseases such as diabetes [6].

The diagnosis of T2DM is a two-class classification problem, and numerous methods for diagnosing T2DM have been successfully applied to the classification of different tissues. However, most present diagnostic methods [1,7–47] for T2DM are black-box models. A drawback of black-box models is that they cannot adequately reveal information that may be hidden in the data. For example, even in cases for which high-performance classifiers [2,4,8,24,25,32,33] allow the accurate assignment of instances to groups, black-box models are unable to provide the reasons underlying that assignment to physicians; therefore, algorithms that can provide insight into these underlying reasons are needed. Rule extraction can provide such explanations, and is therefore becoming increasingly popular. However, in the medical setting, extracted rules must be not only highly accurate, but also simple and easy to understand. Rules are one of the most popular symbolic representations of knowledge discovered from unseen medical datasets, than other representations [48].

The Recursive-Rule eXtraction (Re-RX) algorithm, originally intended to be a rule extraction tool, was recently developed by Setiono et al. [49]. Re-RX provides a hierarchical, recursive consideration of discrete variables prior to analysis of continuous data, and can generate classification rules from neural networks (NNs) that have been trained on the basis of both discrete and continuous attributes.

In contrast to black-box models, the Re-RX algorithm [49] is a “white-box” model that provides highly accurate classification. It is easy to explain and interpret in accordance with the concise extracted rules associated with IF-THEN forms. Due to its ease of understanding, the Re-RX algorithm is typically preferred by both physicians and clinicians alike.

However, due to its recursive nature, the Re-RX algorithm tends to generate more rules than other rule extraction algorithms. Therefore, one of the major drawbacks of the Re-RX algorithm is that it typically generates expansive extraction rules for middle-sized or larger datasets.

It is important to consider both accuracy and interpretability for extracted classification rules. The number of correctly classified test samples typically determines the accuracy of each extracted classification rule, while the number of extracted rules and the average number of antecedents in the extracted rules determines their interpretability.

To achieve both concise and highly accurate extracted rules while maintaining the good framework of the Re-RX algorithm, we recently proposed supplementing the Re-RX algorithm with J48graft [51], a class for generating a grafted C4.5 decision tree [50]. J48graft [52] is the result of the C4.5A [53] algorithm being implemented in open source data mining software referred to as the “all-tests-but-one partition (ATBOP)” [53]. In Re-RX with J48graft, J48graft [52] is employed to form decision trees in a recursive manner, while multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) are trained using backpropagation (BP), which allows pruning [54], thereby generating more efficient MLPs for highly accurate rule extraction. Re-RX with J48graft provides rules that are not only highly accurate, but also easily explained and interpreted in terms of the concise extracted rules; that is, Re-RX with J48graft provides IF-THEN rules. This white-box model is easier to understand and is therefore often preferred in the medical setting.

In this study, we first proposed the use of a rule extraction algorithm, Re-RX with J48graft [51], combined with sampling selection techniques (sampling Re-RX with J48graft) [55,56] for preprocessing. We then investigated the accuracy, conciseness, and interpretability of diagnostic rules extracted for the Pima Indian Diabetes (PID) dataset using sampling Re-RX with J48graft based on a comparison with both crisp rule extraction techniques [21,27,28] and previous fuzzy rule extraction techniques [1,12–16,29–31,43]. As a typical example of T2DM, we used the PID dataset from the repository of machine learning at the University of California Irvine (UCI) [57]. The PID dataset comprises 768 samples with two classes (diabetes or non-diabetes) and eight continuous attributes. Important values missing from the PID dataset are discussed in Section 3.7.

In Section 5, we review the performance of rule extraction algorithms for the PID dataset since 2003, and compare the previous extracted fuzzy and crisp rules with the performance of the present extracted rules. In Sections 5.1–5.6, we compare the concrete rules for the PID dataset extracted by the proposed algorithm with those obtained using the four kinds of previous rule extraction algorithms recommended by the American Diabetes Association (ADA) for the diagnosis of diabetes. In Section 5.7, we also compare the classification accuracy obtained by the proposed algorithm with that obtained by other classifier systems for the PID dataset.

We explain the role of the oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) and body mass index (BMI) for the diagnosis of the PID dataset in Section 6.1, and discuss the interpretation of rules extracted by the proposed algorithm from the perspective of medical informatics in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3, we discuss the trade-offs between accuracy and the number of extracted rules using trade-off curves, and in Section 6.4, we elucidate the trade-offs between accuracy and the average number of antecedents. Finally, we provide a summary and conclusion in Section 7.

2. Related works

In 1996, Shanker [10] evaluated the effectiveness of artificial NN (ANN) classifiers in predicting the onset of non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus among the Pima Indian female population. According to Knowler et al., the Pima Indians have the highest reported incidence of diabetes in the world [58]. Smith et al. [59] used the same dataset to test a model for predicting the onset of diabetes mellitus. In this study, ANNs were used to model the relationship between the onset of diabetes mellitus and various risk factors for diabetes among Pima Indian women.
Diagnosing T2DM is a two-class classification problem, and numerous methods for diagnosing T2DM have been successfully applied to the classification of different tissues. These methods include the following: bee colony algorithm [1]; extreme learning machines [7,46]; support vector machines (SVMs) [8,35]; NNs [10,11,36,37,41]; fuzzy classification [12,47]; fuzzy modeling [13]; fuzzy decision tree [14]; fuzzy rule extraction from SVMs [15]; evolving fuzzy rule-based classification [16]; mixture of expert models [17]; immune recognition systems [18,19]; neuro-fuzzy inference systems [20,38]; swarm optimization [21,27]; multiple classifier system [4]; hybrid intelligent system [2,22]; genetic programming [23]; hybrid prediction model [24,25]; granular computing [26]; genetic algorithm [28,39]; neuro-fuzzy system [29]; fuzzy classifier [30,31]; hybrid classifier [32]; classifier ensemble [33]; similarity classification [34,40]; radial basis function classifier [42]; evolutionary algorithm [43]; electromagnetism-like mechanism [44]; and ARTMAP-CART [45].

We provide a brief description for four rule extraction algorithms [1,12,16,30] used for comparisons in Section 5. The Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm proposed by Belouga and Chikh [1] adds a mutation operator to an Artificial Bee Colony to improve its performance. This modified ABC can be used to automatically create and optimize membership functions and rules directly from the data. The classification methodology proposed by Gadaras and Mikhailov [12] identifies fuzzy boundaries of classes by processing a set of labeled data. Fuzzy rules are obtained by exploring the characteristics of the identified boundaries and automatically producing membership functions for each class. When new patterns require classification, their numerical attributes are tested against generated knowledge to match a patient’s symptoms with an antecedent.

A study on semi-supervised evolving fuzzy classification was conducted by Lekkas and Mikhailov [16] for the diagnosis of two medical problems. In their system, two domains contain records of actual patients with a known diagnosis. Their aim was to review the existing methodology for evolving fuzzy classification in order to improve upon it and evaluate its performance compared with other systems.

Finally, the design of fuzzy systems in relation to the data was investigated by Chang and Lilly [30]. They proposed the use of a new evolutionary approach to derive a compact fuzzy classification system directly from the data without any a priori knowledge or assumptions regarding the distribution of the data. The fuzzy classifier is initially empty with no rules in the rule base and no membership functions assigned to fuzzy variables. Rules and membership functions are then automatically created and optimized in an evolutionary process.

3. Methods

3.1. Re-RX algorithm

The Re-RX algorithm generates classification rules from both continuous and discrete datasets. It produces hierarchical rules, applying different rule conditions for discrete and continuous attributes, such that only the rules lowest in the hierarchy contain continuous attributes. Here, although the proposed algorithm can readily handle multiple groups, two-group classification problems are considered exclusively. The algorithm structure and functioning are described as follows.

Algorithm Re-RX (S, D, C).

Input: A set of data samples, S, having discrete attributes, D, and continuous attributes, C.

Output: A set of classification rules.

1. Let D and C be the sets of discrete and continuous attributes, respectively; still present in the network, and let S be the set of data samples correctly classified by the pruned network.

2. For each rule, Rk that is generated:

- If support (Rk) > δ1 and error(Rk) > δ2, then
  - Add the rule corresponding to Rk to the set of rules in the rule base.

3. For the remaining rules, recursively apply Re-RX to the subsets of the data samples corresponding to the antecedents of Rk that do not appear in Rk.

4. Otherwise, call Re-RX (S, D, C).

Assuming a suitable pruning rate, Step 1 can employ a variety of NN training and pruning methods. Although the Re-RX algorithm makes no assumptions regarding the NN architecture, we have focused on BPNNs with a single hidden layer, allowing universal approximation.

The percentage of samples covered by a rule defines its support, and Step 3 assesses both the rule support and the corresponding error rate. The rule subspace is further partitioned if the error rate is above a threshold value, δ2, and the support equals the approximate maximum threshold value, δ1. If discrete attributes are absent from the rule conditions, subdivision is achieved by recursively calling Re-RX or by producing a separate axis hyperplane incorporating only the continuous data attributes.

The subdivision of the Re-RX algorithm is a unique function and inherent in its nature. This subdivision allows the use of other unused attributes, which increases both the number and accuracy of extracted rules by each subdivision process.

Needless to say, accuracy, comprehensibility, and conciseness in extracted rules have important trade-offs. Extracted rules before subdivision are more concise and interpretable, yet have lower accuracy, whereas extracted rules after subdivision are less concise, but have better accuracy.

A major advantage of the Re-RX algorithm developed by Setiono et al. [49] is that it was intended as a rule extraction tool. It provides a hierarchical, recursive consideration of discrete variables prior to analysis of continuous data, and is able to generate classification rules from NNs that have been trained on the basis of discrete and continuous attributes.

In other words, the Re-RX algorithm achieves a very high accuracy rule extraction method that also offered comprehensibility by generating perfect or strict separation between discrete attributes and continuous attributes in the antecedent of each extracted rule.

3.2. J4.8

J4.8 [60] is a Java-implemented version of C4.5 [50], an advanced version of the ID3 algorithm developed by Quinlan [61]. The decision trees generated by C4.5 are used for classification; therefore, this algorithm is typically described as a statistical classifier. C4.5 performs very similarly to ID3, except that it
determines the best target attribute using the gain ratio. Also, in contrast to ID3, C4.5 has the improved ability to handle numerical attributes by creating a threshold, and then splitting the data into those whose attribute value is either greater, or less than or equal to, that threshold. This algorithm also has the ability to handle attributes with variable cost. Finally, C4.5 can prune the decision tree after its creation, which reduces its size and thereby saves both time and memory.

3.3. J48graft

The concept of tree grafting is based on the desire to discard the “simplest is best” method for selecting a good tree. In contrast, in tree grafting, the focus is on the fact that similar objects tend to have the highest probability of belonging to the same class. In other words, if the final result is a better classification model, the need to yield more complex trees is eliminated.

Grafting is a post-process that can be readily applied to decision trees. Its main objective is to reclassify regions of an instance space where no training data exists or where there is only misclassified data, and as a result, to decrease prediction error. Grafting identifies the best-suited cuts of existing leaf regions and then branches out to create new leaves with classifications that differ from the original. In this process, the tree becomes more complex naturally. However, only branching that does not introduce classification errors in data that has already been correctly classified is considered, ensuring that the new tree reduces errors.

Webb introduced the C4.5A algorithm referred to as ATBOP, which is a more efficient method for evaluating potentially supporting evidence [53]. The ATBOP region of a leaf is formed by removing all the enclosing decision surfaces. Using ATBOP allows a reduction in computational requirements because the only set of training data considered for each leaf is that from the ATBOP region. The J48graft is the result of the C4.5A algorithm being implemented in open source data mining software known as the Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (Weka) [60].

Pruning is a process that can be thought of as the opposite of grafting because it aims to reduce rather than increase the complexity of a decision tree while retaining good predictive accuracy. Surprisingly, Webb [62] concluded that, either despite or possibly because of the fact they are opposites, pruning and grafting work well in parallel. Grafting takes instances outside the analyzed leaf (global information) into account, while pruning only looks at instances within the analyzed leaf (local information). In this way, they seem to complement each other. In most cases, using both grafting and pruning on a decision tree yields a lower prediction error that using them separately [62].

3.4. Re-RX algorithm with J48graft

To enhance the accuracy and conciseness of classification rules, we proposed replacing the conventional Re-RX algorithm, which uses C4.5 as a decision tree [50], with Re-RX with J48graft. Concepts in the conventional pruning used in J4.8 and grafting used in J48graft [52] both contrast and complement each other. We believe that the performance of the Re-RX algorithm [49] is greatly affected by the decision tree. In consideration of the grafting properties in J48graft, our idea is to use the grafting concepts in the Re-RX algorithm to enhance the accuracy and conciseness of the extracted rules. Therefore, we replace J4.8 with J48graft in the Re-RX algorithm. We also expect that Re-RX with J48graft will generate much more accurate and concise classification rules.

One of the difficulties associated with using feedforward NNs is the need to determine the optimal number of hidden units before the training process can begin. Too many hidden units may lead to overfitting of the data and poor generalization, while too few may not result in an NN that learns the data. Setiono [54] proposed two different approaches to overcome the problem of determining the optimal number of hidden units required by an ANN to solve a given problem. The first begins with a minimal network and adds more hidden units only when they are needed to improve its learning capability. The second begins with an oversized network and then prunes redundant hidden units.

In the present paper, we first trained MLP using BP, then we started pruning from a trained MLP to a pruned MLP with a smaller number of connections; this allowed us to extract accurate and concise rules using Re-RX with J48graft. The amount of pruning carried out was about 70% for the PID dataset; the amount of pruning depends on the characteristics of the training dataset. This amount for pruning is considerably bigger than that is carried out within J48graft.

In summary, we frequently employ J48graft in Re-RX with J48graft [52] to form decision trees in a recursive manner, while we train MLPs using BP, which allows pruning [54] and therefore generates more efficient MLPs for rule extraction. The schematic overview of the Re-RX with J48graft is shown in Fig. 1.

3.5. Sampling selection

Instead of building more sophisticated models for two-class classification problems such as PID, Setiono [55,56] proposed a method that focuses on how the accuracy of the models can be improved by selecting relevant training data samples.

In a supervised learning scheme, classification models for PID, such as NNs, are trained using a historical dataset in which each sample has been labeled as either diabetes or non-diabetes. However, some of these class labels may be incorrectly assigned, and irregular data samples may be present. Although these samples have similar attributes, like the majority of samples in one class, they actually belong to a different class. The presence of irregular and/or mislabeled data samples in the training dataset is therefore likely to affect the performance of the NNs.

Therefore, the sampling selection technique proposed by Setiono et al. [55,56] removes these data samples before building a model that distinguishes between diabetes and non-diabetes. An NN ensemble is then trained to identify potentially irregular and/or mislabeled data samples, and data samples that are consistently misclassified by the majority of NNs in the ensemble are removed.

The sample selection technique can be summarized as follows: 1) Ensemble creation: train an ensemble of M feedforward NNs using the available training data samples; 2) Sample selection: select training data samples based on the predictions of the NN ensemble; 3) Model generation: use the selected samples to train an NN; and 4) Rule extraction: apply an NN rule extraction algorithm to obtain concise and interpretable classification rules capable of distinguishing between diabetes and non-diabetes.

Sampling selection in Step 2 is a core component of the sampling selection technique. In this study, we employed an NN ensemble to identify outliers in the training dataset. Removing outliers and noise prior to learning has been shown to improve the predictive accuracy of numerous learning methods. A data sample was labeled as an outlier, and subsequently discarded, if it was incorrectly classified by a proportion of NNs exceeding the threshold \( \rho \); otherwise, the sample is retained in the training dataset.

For example, the predictive output of each data sample from 30 NN ensembles is tabulated. If a value of \( \rho = 0.9 \) is set, samples misclassified by 27 or more NNs in the ensemble are discarded. Therefore, if we set a lower value for \( \rho \), e.g., 0.6, overfitting of the data can be avoided. However, the primary purpose of sampling selection is not to remove all the outliers and noise, but to improve predictive accuracy. Considering the characteristics of the
training dataset, we can obtain values of $\rho$ that will allow us to minimize the chance of overfitting.

3.6. Re-RX algorithm with J48graft and sampling selection technique (sampling Re-RX with J48graft)

We propose a new highly accurate, concise, and interpretable rule extraction algorithm using Re-RX with J48graft combined with sampling selection techniques (sampling Re-RX with J48graft) for preprocessing.

The objective of the present study was to achieve highly accurate, concise, and interpretable classification rules for the PID dataset. However, the PID dataset for rule extraction was a medical dataset, so the focus was on decreasing the number of extracted rules and the average number of antecedents. To extract concise rules, we employed sampling Re-RX with J48graft, which is better suited for achieving concise and interpretable, as opposed to accurate, medical rules.

We preprocessed the PID dataset using the sample selection technique [55,56] to extract a fewer number of rules and lower average number of antecedents. We then employed Re-RX with J48graft to extract a set of concise and interpretable diagnostic rules for the PID dataset. A schematic overview of sampling Re-RX with J48graft is shown in Fig. 2. As shown in the figure, a supplementary cross-validation loop is carried out with sampling selection by an NN ensemble.

The most important aim of sampling Re-RX with J48graft is to improve the conciseness and interpretability of extracted rules for medical diagnosis. The Re-RX algorithm with J48graft is outlined in Fig. 1.

---

**Fig. 1.** Schematic overview of the Recursive-Rule eXtraction (Re-RX) algorithm with J48graft (Re-RX with J48graft).

**Fig. 2.** Schematic overview of sampling Re-RX with J48graft. NN: Neural network.
physicians, because the competition for achieving only better classification accuracy for the PID dataset has appeared to plateau [8,63], and unless diagnostic accuracy can be substantially improved, no significant contributions will be made to medical informatics.

3.7. Pima Indian Diabetes (PID) dataset and experimental setup

The PID dataset consists of 768 samples of eight numerical attributes [57] and is part of a larger dataset held by the National Institutes of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases in the US. The values of these medical attributes come from Pima Indian women at least 21 years of age residing in or near Phoenix, AZ. The class variable takes the values “0” or “1”, indicating a negative and positive test for diabetes, respectively. In addition, theT2DM predominant in this population is said to have slow and gradual commencement. As a consequence, traditional diagnostic methods that are partially based on the plasma glucose test may be delayed by up to 10 years [64]. The eight clinical features for this population are as follows:

1. Number of times pregnant (NP).
2. Plasma glucose concentration after 2 h in an OGTT.
3. Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg) (DBP).
4. Triceps skinfold thickness (mm) (TSFT).
5. Two-hour serum insulin (µU/mL) (2HSL).
6. BMI.
7. Diabetes pedigree function (DPF).
8. Age (years) (AGE).

There are 500 samples from non-diabetic patients and 268 from diabetic patients. This dataset was selected because it is commonly used by the other classification systems evaluated in this study.

In 2001, 376 of 786 observations in the PID dataset were shown to lack experimental validity [65] because for some attributes, the value of zero was recorded in place of missing experimental observations [66]. It was also shown that if the instances with zero values were removed, performance could be dramatically improved [65]. In 2002, data preparation was shown to be a critically important step for the analysis of large diabetic datasets from the practical medical informatics view because the value of data mining or analysis depends on it [68]; that report was invaluable in regards to data mining for a moderate size diabetes dataset.

In 2011, Gagliardi [66] reported that an instance-based classifier (k-nearest neighbor classifier (k-NCC)) achieved 76.8% accuracy for Breault’s [65] modified version of the PID dataset using the leave-one-out procedure as a cross validation (CV) technique. In 2012, Chikh et al. [68] reported achieving a high classification accuracy (89.10%) after applying an Artificial Immune Recognition System2 (AIRS2) with k-NNC using 10-fold CV. After removing cases with unreasonable physical data, there were a total of 392 samples (262 normal and 130 diabetes samples).

Therefore, nearly all of the studies in the literature make use of the same version of the data; however, in these studies, these data are mistaken for correct data because the fact that zeros were actually missing values was not understood.

Therefore, in this study, the UCI machine learning database was used as the benchmark [57]. This dataset is very commonly used to test other classification systems, and thereby easier to compare their results with those of the proposed model for the diagnosis of the PID database.

4. Results

4.1. Performance

To guarantee the validity of the results, we used k-fold CV [69] to evaluate the classification rule accuracy of test datasets. The k-fold CV method is widely applied by researchers to minimize the bias associated with random sampling.

We trained the PID dataset using sampling Re-RX with J48graft and obtained 10 runs of 10-fold CV accuracies for the training dataset (TR ACC), 10 runs of 10-fold CV accuracies for the test dataset (TS ACC), the number of extracted rules (# rules), the average number of antecedents (Ave. # ante.), and the area under the receiver operating characteristics curve (AUC) [70] (Table 1). In this paper, the AUC was used as an appropriate evaluator because it does not include class distribution or misclassification costs [70].

Numerous types of rules have been suggested in the literature from the perspective of the expressive power of extracted rules, including propositional rules, which take the form of IF-THEN expressions and clauses defined using propositional logic, and M-of-N rules. Breaking from traditional logic, fuzzy rules allow partial truths instead of Boolean true/false outcomes.

Even if all types of rules are considered, the consensus is that no matter how they are defined, an ideal measure has yet to be developed; therefore, “what is a concise and/or interpretable rule? ” remains a difficult question to answer.

To answer this question, we attempted to develop a “rough indicator” of conciseness by comparing the average number of antecedents from extracted rules generated using a variety of techniques.

Regarding the complexity of sampling Re-RX with J48graft, it took about 6.4 s to train the PID dataset using a standard workstation computer (3.1 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2687W, 3.5 GHz Turbo, 25 MB Cache; 64 GB RAM; 512 GB DDR3 System memory) and about 64 s for 10-fold CV. The testing time was negligible.

We achieved an average accuracy of 83.83% after 10 runs of 10-fold CV for the PID dataset. The performance of the original Re-RX algorithm [49], i.e., Re-RX with C4.5, is shown in Table 2.

Comparing Table 1 with Table 2, we confirmed that the sampling Re-RX with J48graft achieved more accurate and much more concise and interpretable extracted rules for the PID dataset. That is, sampling Re-RX with J48 graft achieved substantially better accuracy (83.83% for the PID dataset) than the original Re-RX algorithm (80.00%). In addition, sampling Re-RX with J48graft provided a considerably fewer average number of rules and antecedents compared with the original Re-RX algorithm.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PID dataset</th>
<th>TR ACC (%)</th>
<th>TS ACC (%)</th>
<th># Rules</th>
<th>Ave. # ante.</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>TR ACC (SD)</th>
<th>TS ACC (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sampling Re-RX with J48graft</td>
<td>84.97</td>
<td>83.83</td>
<td>8.21</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>0.816</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PID: Pima Indian Diabetes; CV: cross validation; Re-RX: Recursive-Rule eXtraction; Re-RX with J48graft: Recursive-Rule eXtraction algorithm with J48graft; TR: training dataset; TS: testing dataset; ACC: accuracy; Ave. # ante.: average number of antecedents; AUC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; SD: standard deviation.
5. Comparisons

We reviewed the rule extraction algorithms used for the PID dataset since 2003 and tabulated their performances in Table 3. The concrete rules extracted for the PID dataset by sampling Re-RX with J48graft are shown in Section 5.1. The four kinds of rules for the PID dataset reported in previous studies are described in Sections 5.2–5.5. In Section 5.6, we compare sampling Re-RX with J48graft with previous algorithms. In Section 5.7, we compare the classification accuracy obtained using sampling Re-RX with J48graft with other classifier systems for the PID dataset.

5.1. Rules extracted for the PID dataset by sampling Re-RX with J48graft

R1: If OGTT \leq 125 Then Non-Diabetes
R2: If OGTT \in (125, 139] AND BMI \leq 36.1 Then Non-Diabetes
R3: If OGTT \in (125, 129] AND BMI \in (36.1, 39.6] Then Non-Diabetes
R4: If OGTT \in (129, 139] AND BMI > 36.1 Then Diabetes
R5: If OGTT \in (139, 151] AND BMI \leq 28.6 Then Non-Diabetes
R6: If OGTT > 151 AND BMI \leq 28.6 Then Diabetes

5.2. Rules extracted for the PID dataset by artificial bee colony [1]

5.2.1. The rules with all features

R1: If (NP is H) AND (OGTT is L) AND (DBP is H) AND (TSFT is L) AND (2HSI is L) AND (BMI is H) AND (DPF is H) AND (Age is L) Then Non-Diabetes
R2: If (NP is H) AND (OGTT is L) AND (DBP is L) AND (TSFT is L) AND (2HSI is L) AND (BMI is L) AND (DPF is I) AND (Age is L) Then Non-Diabetes
R3: If (NP is L) AND (OGTT is H) AND (DBP is H) AND (TSFT is L) AND (2HSI is L) AND (BMI is L) AND (DPF is I) AND (Age is L) Then Non-Diabetes
R4: If (NP is L) AND (OGTT is H) AND (DBP is L) AND (TSFT is L) AND (2HSI is L) AND (BMI is H) AND (DPF is I) AND (Age is L) Then Non-Diabetes
R5: If (NP is L) AND (OGTT is L) AND (DBP is H) AND (TSFT is L) AND (2HSI is L) AND (BMI is L) AND (DPF is I) AND (Age is L) Then Non-Diabetes
R6: If (NP is L) AND (OGTT is L) AND (DBP is L) AND (TSFT is L) AND (2HSI is L) AND (BMI is L) AND (DPF is I) AND (Age is L) Then Non-Diabetes
R7: If (NP is H) AND (OGTT is H) AND (DBP is H) AND (TSFT is L) AND (2HSI is L) AND (BMI is H) AND (DPF is H) AND (Age is L) Then Diabetes
R8: If (NP is H) AND (OGTT is H) AND (DBP is H) AND (TSFT is L) AND (2HSI is H) AND (BMI is L) AND (DPF is H) AND (Age is L) Then Diabetes
R9: If (NP is H) AND (OGTT is H) AND (DBP is L) AND (TSFT is L) AND (2HSI is H) AND (BMI is H) AND (DPF is H) AND (Age is H) Then Diabetes
R10: If (NP is H) AND (OGTT is H) AND (DBP is L) AND (TSFT is L) AND (2HSI is L) AND (BMI is H) AND (DPF is H) AND (Age is H) Then Diabetes
R11: If (NP is H) AND (OGTT is H) AND (DBP is H) AND (TSFT is L) AND (2HSI is H) AND (BMI is H) AND (DPF is H) AND (Age is H) Then Diabetes
R12: If (NP is H) AND (OGTT is H) AND (DBP is H) AND (TSFT is L) AND (2HSI is H) AND (BMI is H) AND (DPF is H) AND (Age is H) Then Diabetes

5.2.2. Rules with feature selection

R1: If (OGTT is L) AND (BMI is L) AND (Age is L) Then Non-Diabetes
R2: If (OGTT is L) AND (BMI is H) AND (Age is L) Then Non-Diabetes
R3: If (OGTT is H) AND (BMI is L) AND (Age is L) Then Diabetes
R4: If (OGTT is H) AND (BMI is H) AND (Age is L) Then Diabetes
R5: If (OGTT is H) AND (BMI is H) AND (Age is H) Then Diabetes

Note: L=LOW, H=HIGH.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule extraction method</th>
<th>TR ACC (%)</th>
<th>TS ACC (%)</th>
<th># Rules</th>
<th>Ave. # ante.</th>
<th>AUC (SD)</th>
<th>TR ACC (%)</th>
<th>TS ACC (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Re-RX with J48graft C4.5</td>
<td>82.80</td>
<td>80.00</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P3: Pima Indian Diabetes; CV: cross validation; Re-RX: Recursive-Rule eXtraction; TR: training dataset; TS: testing dataset; ACC: accuracy; Ave. # ante.: average number of antecedents; AUC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; SD: standard deviation.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule extraction method [validation method]</th>
<th>TR ACC (%)</th>
<th>TS ACC (%)</th>
<th># Rules</th>
<th>Rule set</th>
<th>Total Ave. # ante.</th>
<th>Year Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy rule-based classifier [5CV]</td>
<td>73.31</td>
<td>73.05</td>
<td>11.2 (FR)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>40 FS</td>
<td>2003 [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy classifier [Max. ACC]</td>
<td>78.2</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>3 (FR)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>6 FS</td>
<td>2004 [30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuro-fuzzy system [Max. ACC]</td>
<td>80.08</td>
<td>78.26</td>
<td>55 (FR)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2006 [29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granular computing [4CV]</td>
<td>91.97</td>
<td>78.78</td>
<td>125 (FR)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2007 [43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolutionary algorithm [averaged over 10 runs]</td>
<td>77.9 ± 1.1</td>
<td>77.3 ± 0.7</td>
<td>Possible (FR)</td>
<td>Possible</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2008 [11]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy modeling [5CV]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>77.65</td>
<td>125 (FR)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy rule extraction [averaged over 10 runs]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>92.26</td>
<td>8 (FR)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>64FS</td>
<td>2009 [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle swarm optimization [10CV]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>88.70</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2011 [27]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed genetic algorithm [Max. ACC]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2011 [28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swarm intelligence [5 x 2CV]</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>82.03</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2015 [21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling Re-RX with J48graft [10 x 10CV]</td>
<td>84.97</td>
<td>83.83</td>
<td>8.21</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2016 [21]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P3: Pima Indian Diabetes; Re-RX: Recursive-Rule eXtraction; TR: training dataset; TS: testing dataset; ACC: accuracy; Ave. # ante.: average number of antecedents; Total # ante.: total number of antecedents; 10CV: 10-fold cross validation; 4CV: 4-fold cross validation; 10 x 10CV: 10 runs of 10-fold cross validation; 5 x 2CV: 5 runs of 2-fold cross validation; FR: fuzzy rule.
5.3. Rules extracted for the PID dataset using evolving fuzzy rule-based classification [16]

R1: If (NP is Around 5.000) AND (OGTT is around 88.000) AND (DBP is around 66.000) AND (TSFT is around 21.000) AND (2HSI is around 23.000) AND (BMI is 24.400) AND (DPF is around 0.342) AND (AGE is around 30.000) Then Non-Diabetes
R2: If (NP is around 13.000) AND (OGTT is around 145.000) AND (DBP is around 82.000) AND (TSFT is around 19.000) AND (2HSI is around 110.000) AND (BMI is 24.200) AND (DPF is around 0.245) AND (AGE is around 57.000) Then Non-Diabetes
R3: If (NP is around 6.000) AND (OGTT is around 183.000) AND (DBP is around 94.000) AND (TSFT is around 0.000) AND (2HSI is around 0.000) AND (BMI is 40.800) AND (DPF is around 1.461) AND (AGE is around 45.000) Then Non-Diabetes
R4: If (NP is around 8.000) AND (OGTT is around 167.000) AND (DBP is around 106.000) AND (TSFT is around 46.000) AND (2HSI is around 231.000) AND (BMI is 37.600) AND (DPF is around 0.165) AND (AGE is around 43.000) Then Diabetes
R5: If (NP is around 4.000) AND (OGTT is around 189.000) AND (DBP is around 110.000) AND (TSFT is around 31.000) AND (2HSI is around 0.000) AND (BMI is 28.500) AND (DPF is around 0.680) AND (AGE is around 37.000) Then Non-Diabetes
R6: If (NP is around 6.000) AND (OGTT is around 165.000) AND (DBP is around 68.000) AND (TSFT is around 26.000) AND (2HSI is around 168.000) AND (BMI is 33.600) AND (DPF is around 0.631) AND (AGE is around 49.000) Then Non-Diabetes
R7: If (NP is around 13.000) AND (OGTT is around 153.000) AND (DBP is around 88.000) AND (TSFT is around 37.000) AND (2HSI is around 140.000) AND (BMI is 40.600) AND (DPF is around 1.174) AND (AGE is around 39.000) Then Non-Diabetes

5.4. Rules extracted for the PID dataset using fuzzy rule extraction [12]

R7: If (NP is around 13.000) AND (OGTT is around 189.000) AND (DBP is around 110.000) AND (TSFT is around 31.000) AND (2HSI is around 0.000) AND (BMI is 28.500) AND (DPF is around 0.680) AND (AGE is around 37.000) Then Non-Diabetes
R6: If (NP is around 6.000) AND (OGTT is around 165.000) AND (DBP is around 68.000) AND (TSFT is around 26.000) AND (2HSI is around 168.000) AND (BMI is 33.600) AND (DPF is around 0.631) AND (AGE is around 49.000) Then Non-Diabetes
R5: If (NP is around 4.000) AND (OGTT is around 189.000) AND (DBP is around 110.000) AND (TSFT is around 31.000) AND (2HSI is around 0.000) AND (BMI is 28.500) AND (DPF is around 0.680) AND (AGE is around 37.000) Then Non-Diabetes
R4: If (NP is around 8.000) AND (OGTT is around 167.000) AND (DBP is around 106.000) AND (TSFT is around 46.000) AND (2HSI is around 231.000) AND (BMI is 37.600) AND (DPF is around 0.165) AND (AGE is around 43.000) Then Diabetes
R3: If (NP is around 6.000) AND (OGTT is around 183.000) AND (DBP is around 94.000) AND (TSFT is around 0.000) AND (2HSI is around 0.000) AND (BMI is 40.800) AND (DPF is around 1.461) AND (AGE is around 45.000) Then Non-Diabetes
R2: If (NP is around 13.000) AND (OGTT is around 145.000) AND (DBP is around 82.000) AND (TSFT is around 19.000) AND (2HSI is around 110.000) AND (BMI is 24.200) AND (DPF is around 0.245) AND (AGE is around 57.000) Then Non-Diabetes
R1: If (NP is Around 5.000) AND (OGTT is around 88.000) AND (DBP is around 66.000) AND (TSFT is around 21.000) AND (2HSI is around 23.000) AND (BMI is 24.400) AND (DPF is around 0.342) AND (AGE is around 30.000) Then Non-Diabetes

5.5. Rules extracted for the PID dataset using fuzzy classifier [30]

R1: If (OGTT is H) AND (BMI is H) Then Diabetes
R2: If (OGTT is H) AND (BMI is L) Then Non-Diabetes
R3: If (OGTT is L) AND (BMI is L) Then Non-Diabetes

5.6. Comparison of the extracted rules in the present study with those from four previous rule extraction algorithms

Regarding the accuracy, the number of rules, and the average number of antecedents, three rules with an average number of 2.0 antecedents extracted using fuzzy classifier [30] achieved an accuracy of 77.0%. Based on this performance, this rule set can be considered relatively good.

However, two membership functions (OGTT and BMI) in the antecedents were not accurately depicted, and no descriptions regarding how to define these two fuzzy sets could be found in the literature [30]. This suggests that engineers and/or scientists should construct the fuzzy classifier in cooperation with physicians as domain experts.

Furthermore, no descriptions could be found regarding attribute (feature) selection similar to rules with feature selection in Section 5.2. The default number of attributes in antecedents of rules extracted by fuzzy classifier is eight, which is identical to the number of attributes in the PID dataset; therefore, rules extracted in Section 5.5 may be intuitively interpretable, but also overly subjective.

Rules extracted in Sections 5.3 and 5.4 were seemingly too complicated. Although the rules with feature selection in Section 5.2 achieved approximately the same level of accuracy and number of rules as those from the present study shown in Section 5.1, the average number of antecedents was considerably larger. Therefore, these extracted rules are less interpretable than the rules obtained using the proposed algorithm.
We reviewed the performance of previous rule extraction algorithms in terms of classification accuracy and number of extracted rules for the PID dataset (Table 3).

Medical datasets typically include incomplete data due to missing values in the attributes. Missing values can result from various reasons, such as human error during manual data entry, equipment errors, or incorrect measurements. Missing values in data mining can lead to several problems in the knowledge extraction process, including inefficiency, complications in managing and analyzing the data, and bias due to differences between the missing and complete data.

Therefore, we compared the classification accuracy obtained using sampling Re-RX with J48graft in the present study with that obtained by other classifier systems, some of which conduct preprocessing for filtering and/or imputing missing data. We reviewed classifier systems reported since 2007 and tabulated their performances in Table 4.

Table 4 shows a comparison of studies that carried out k-fold CV to measure classification accuracy. The performance of our proposed sampling Re-RX with J48graft as a classifier achieved substantially better classification accuracy on average than the previous classifiers.

Generally, rule extraction algorithms attempt to achieve both highly accurate and highly concise extracted rules with a well-balanced trade-off. Strictly in terms of classification accuracy, sampling Re-RX with J48graft may not be superior to recent high performance classifiers.

Consequently, we believe that the present rules extracted by sampling Re-RX with J48graft achieved excellent performance (83.83% accuracy, an average of 8.21 concise rules and 2.01 antecedents).

5.7. Comparison of the classification accuracy in the present study with other classifier systems for the PID dataset

In 2007, Luukka [34] examined the appropriateness of a similar classifier for diagnosis of the PID dataset. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was used for data preprocessing, and the entropy minimization method was used as a dimension reduction method; these were tested with the classifier.

In addition, we reviewed all recent high performance classifiers that achieved at least 90% classification accuracy for the PID dataset using 10-fold CV.

In 2014, Yilmaz et al. [8] devised a new data preparation method for diagnosis of the PID based on clustering algorithms. In this study, we used a modified k-means algorithm to eliminate noise and inconsistent data, and SVMs for classification. This newly developed approach was tested in the diagnosis of the PID. A classification accuracy of 96.71% was obtained using 10-fold CV.

In 2015, Zhu et al. [4] proposed a dynamic weighted voting scheme referred to as multiple factors weighted combination (MFWC) for decision combination in a multiple classifier system. In contrast to other methods, their dynamic weighting method considered the local accuracy factor for each classifier and used a validation set to estimate classification accuracy at the global level.

In addition, because the generalization error of a classifier is a key function for measuring its performance generalized to unseen samples, their method also considered the relationship between training and testing samples to involve a generalization error. They obtained a classification accuracy of about 93% for the PID dataset using 10-fold CV.

In 2015, Purwar and Singh [25] presented a novel hybrid prediction model with missing value imputation (HMP-MI). Their model used simple k-means clustering to analyze various imputation techniques, and applied the best one to a dataset. Their proposed hybrid model was the first to use a combination of k-means clustering and a multilayer perceptron. Before applying the classifier, they used k-means clustering to validate the class labels of given data (incorrectly classified instances were deleted, i.e., extracted from original data). As a result, the quality of the data...
was significantly improved. The efficiency of their model as a predictive classification system was then investigated using the PID dataset. The results showed HPM-MI achieved an accuracy of 99.82%, making it the most accurate compared with the existing methods.

6. Discussion

In Section 6.1, we explain the role of OGTT and BMI in the diagnosis of the PID dataset. Next, in Section 6.2, we discuss the medical informatics interpretation of the rules extracted in the present study, and in Sections 6.3 and 6.4, we address two kinds of important trade-off issues. We also discuss the significance of the present rules extracted by sampling Re-RX with J48graft.

6.1. Role of OGTT and BMI for diagnosis of the PID dataset

Traditionally, routine screening for diabetes has been challenging, both in primary practice and the community. No global consensus on the optimal screening strategy for diabetes has been reached. Although fasting plasma glucose (FPG) is commonly used in screening for diabetes; however, this measurement varies widely; therefore, OGTT remains the most valid tool for diagnosing diabetes.

As shown in Section 3.7, the PID dataset does not include Hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) as an attribute; therefore, we cannot extract the most important attribute to diagnose T2DM according to the ADA Diabetes Guidelines [71]. In the 1980s, the measurement of HbA1c became routine in patients known to have diabetes, and it has been suggested that this test could supplant the measurement of blood or FPG as the diagnostic tool.

In fact, nearly all research conducted in relation to the complications and/or treatment of diabetes heavily cites the results from the 1998 UK Prospective Diabetes Study (UKPDS) [72,73] and the 1993 Diabetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT) [74]. This demonstrates the huge impact of the UKPDS in the field [75].

The proposed diagnostic cutoff of 6.5% for HbA1c [71] is a value that most studies have shown would lead to a diabetes prevalence equivalent to that using FPG, so fewer patients will be newly diagnosed if HbA1c at this level is used alone. OGTT is one option [71] as a criterion of diabetes diagnosis written as 2-hour post glucose (2-h FPG) ≥ 200 mg during OGTT (75 g).

Overall, only 25% of individuals with diabetic OGTT had an HbA1c ≥ 6.5%, while 45% of individuals who exceeded both the FPG and OGTT criteria (1% of the entire population) were not diagnosed with diabetes using HbA1c [76].

In fact, HbA1c < 5.8 alone is sometimes diagnosed using OGTT, whose values vary between non-diabetes, borderline (prediabetes) and diabetes, i.e., they sometimes overlap. Prediabetes does not belong to diabetes or non-diabetes, i.e., impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) is defined as FPG < 100 mg/dL and OGTT ≥ 140 and < 199 mg/dL, while impaired fasting glycaemia (IFG) is defined as FPG ≥ 100 and < 125 mg/dL and OGTT < 140 mg/dL or a complication of IGT and IFG.

The transition from early metabolic abnormalities that precede diabetes such as IFG and IGT to diabetes may take years; however, current estimates indicate that most individuals in a prediabetic state eventually develop diabetes. The complications of diabetes, which are the major causes of morbidity and mortality, are related to its duration, chronic level of glycemia, and other risk factors. Clinical trials have demonstrated the effectiveness of intensive glycemic and blood pressure control to reduce the long-term complications of diabetes; however, the public health burden of the disease remains substantial [77].

As shown in Section 5.1, we extracted seven rules which include two important attributes, i.e., OGTT and BMI. Thus, we describe the importance of OGTT and BMI in the diagnosis of T2DM as follows.

Cavagnoli et al. [78] reported that lowering the HbA1c cutoff level and adding a glucose-based method improved HbA1c performance in the diagnosis of diabetes. This suggested that each method identifies different patient populations. In their results, HbA1c ≥ 6.5% showed high specificity, but limited sensitivity, to a diabetes diagnosis. This suggests that a cutoff point of ≥ 6.5% would not be sufficient to diagnose diabetes. The use of HbA1c as the sole diagnostic test for diabetes should be approached with caution to assure the correct classification of diabetics.

Hayashi et al. [79] reported that the insulin concentration pattern during an OGTT is a strong predictor of future T2DM among Japanese-Americans. Although many of these patterns were associated with insulin sensitivity and secretion, independent associations were seen with the incidence of diabetes. Therefore, the OGTT pattern of insulin concentration may represent a useful adjunct in the prediction of future T2DM.

While BMI is not included in the four options of the ADA guidelines [71], testing for T2DM and prediabetes in asymptomatic adults is recommended in all adults who are overweight or obese (BMI ≥ 25 or ≥ 23 in Asian-Americans) and who have more than one risk factor as defined by the ADA [71].

Araneta et al. [80] recently proposed that the BMI cutoff point for identifying Asian-Americans who should be screened for undiagnosed T2DM should be < 25, and ≥ 23 may be the most practical. A similar result was reported by Hsia et al. [81].

Boffetta et al. [82] conducted a cross-sectional pooled analysis of 900,000 individuals in the Asia Cohort Consortium and estimated the shape and the strength of the association between BMI and the prevalence of diabetes in Asian populations. They also identified patterns of association by age, country, and other risk factors for diabetes.

Therefore, we believe that OGTT and BMI can be included as attributes in the antecedent of rules extracted for diagnosis of the PID dataset.

6.2. Interpretation of rules extracted by the proposed algorithm from medical informatics view

The ADA criteria for the diagnosis of diabetes has four options that include four important attributes, i.e., HbA1c, FPG, OGTT and random PG. Due to the constraints of the PID dataset, we could only take two attributes, i.e., OGTT and BMI, so we attempted to explore diagnostic rules for primarily borderline type T2DM or prediabetes.

We explained the reason why the present extracted rules achieved very good performance in Section 5.6. In this section, we attempt to interpret how seven rules play a role in the diagnosis of borderline type T2DM or prediabetes as follows.

R1 is the safety-side rule for diagnosing non-diabetes. The main purpose of the ADA guidelines is to detect diabetes. The safety-side criterion may not be explicitly indicated. R1 is useful for providing clear relief to patients after laboratory tests.

R2 and R4 state that an OGTT of 139 and a BMI of 36.1 are critical cutoff points. In the same range of OGTT, if BMI is > 25 or ≥ 23, then diabetes is diagnosed as shown in R4.

R3 states the upper limit of BMI for non-diabetes. If BMI is > 39.6, then it is definitely diabetes, regardless of the OGTT, because the OGTT range is very limited (125–129).

R5 states the upper limit of OGTT for non-diabetes. Thus, in this case, BMI must be ≤ 28.1. This value is also very critical in R6 and R7.
R6 states that even if OGTT is \( > 151 \), then it is diabetes with a relatively good BMI value of \( \leq 28.6 \).
R7 states that if OGTT is \( > 139 \), then it is non-diabetes only in the case where BMI \( \leq 28.6 \); otherwise, it is diabetes.

We think that these rules can be applied to the diagnosis of the PID dataset. We hope that the proposed algorithm could also be adapted to similar T2DM datasets that include HbA1c, FPG, and random PG to extract diagnostic rules.

### 6.3. Trade-off between the accuracy and the number of extracted rules

In multi-objective optimization and economics, the so-called Pareto optimality (ideally balanced trade-off) is always an important issue. In the case of medical rule extraction, there is a trade-off between high diagnostic accuracy and the interpretability of extracted rules. Thus, if a physician wishes to extract rules with high diagnostic accuracy from medical datasets, they can choose the algorithm with high diagnostic accuracy but reduced interpretability. However, in other situations, a physician may want to obtain extracted diagnostic rules with reduced accuracy and more interpretability.

Needless to say, if the optimal solution (best trade-off) can be found, then the best extracted rules can be obtained. Ideally, we hope to extend the Pareto optimal curve to obtain a wider viable region that provides improvements in both diagnostic accuracy and interpretability.

Recently, Fortuny and Martens [83] expressed the same opinion: Rule extraction is a technique that attempts to compromise between both requirements by building a simple rule set that mimics how the well-performing complex model (black-box) makes decisions.

As described in Section 4.1, even if all types of rules are considered, the consensus is that no matter how they are defined, an ideal measure has yet to be developed; therefore, “what is a concise rule? ” remains a difficult question to answer.

However, we believe that this perspective is very important in comparing the quality of rules extracted from the PID dataset. As shown in Table 3, 11 fuzzy rule extraction algorithms were proposed for the PID dataset. In contrast, only three concise rule extraction algorithms were proposed for the same dataset.

To date, these two kinds of rules have been incomparable in terms of quality of rules extracted for the PID dataset. In the design of both fuzzy classifier and rule extraction algorithms, the interpretability of the rule set has been considered an important factor. This interpretability is measured by calculating the number of rules; fuzzy classifiers containing fewer fuzzy rules are always more interpretable than those with more fuzzy rules [1].

However, many types of rules have been suggested in the literature. Propositional rules take the form of IF-THEN expressions, where clauses are defined in propositional or fuzzy logic. The trade-off between the accuracy and the number of rules also needs to be balanced.

To allow a better understanding of our claim, a Pareto optimal (the best trade-off) curve between the accuracy and the number of rules extracted is shown in Fig. 3. The reciprocal of the number of rules extracted is shown on the x-axis. The red dot, which is located at the trade-off curve, shows the performance of the proposed algorithm. This shows that the present algorithm provided extracted rules for the PID dataset that were both accurate and concise.

The four green dots obtained by artificial bee colony [1], fuzzy rule extraction [12], granular computing [26] and fuzzy classifier [30] may provide better accuracy and/or the number of rules than that of the present rules.

However, in general, fuzzy rules involve strong expressive power by linguistic and intuitive expressions. Thus, the number of fuzzy rules is not equivalent to the same number of concise rules in terms of expressive power. On the contrary, the number of fuzzy rules should be considered much more important than the number of concise rules.

Considering the potential for the more expressive power of fuzzy rules, all of the green dots for fuzzy rules should be shifted horizontally to the left, which result in being beyond the trade-off curve.

Consequently, the red dot obtained by the proposed algorithm is the closest to the trade-off curve, and provides well balanced performance between accuracy and the number of rules.

### 6.4. Trade-off between the accuracy and the average number of antecedents in one rule

In this manner, propositional rules take the form of IF-THEN expressions, in which clauses are defined in propositional or fuzzy logic.
logic. The trade-off between the accuracy and the average number of antecedents also needs to be balanced.

To allow a better understanding of our claim, a Pareto optimal (the best trade-off) curve between the accuracy and the number of antecedents is shown in Fig. 4. The reciprocal of the average number of antecedents is shown on the x-axis.

Fuzzy rules consist of many antecedents that use fuzzy sets defined by membership functions. Considering the potential for the more expressive power of fuzzy rules, all of the green dots for fuzzy rules should be shifted horizontally to the left, which result in being beyond the trade-off curve.

The red dot obtained by the proposed algorithm is located in a wider viable region that provides substantially more improvement in both accuracy and the average number of antecedents than the other previous algorithms.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed sampling Re-RX with J48graft as a new algorithm for extracting highly accurate, concise, and interpretable rules for the PID dataset. We also demonstrated that the extracted rules based on the two kinds of trade-offs, were more accurate, concise, and interpretable, and therefore more suitable for medical decision making. Actually, high accuracy, conciseness, and interpretability are achieved simultaneously by the proposed sampling Re-RX with J48graft algorithm for the PID dataset.

Although the attributes of the PID dataset are substantially different from the attributes of the current T2DM dataset [67], which includes HbA1c, FPG, and random PG, we think that sampling Re-RX with J48graft provides better clinical information regarding T2DM. Specifically, we investigated how OGCT and BMI values may interact with extracted rules to predict T2DM. The use of sampling Re-RX with J48graft is expected to be particularly useful in patients with T2DM whose fracture risk is relatively high.

Needless to say, the diagnosis of T2DM remains a complex problem; therefore, sampling Re-RX with J48graft should be tested on more recent and complete diabetes datasets in future studies in order to ensure that the most highly accurate rules can be extracted for diagnosis.
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